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Addison Cavanaugh had one rule: Do not date hockey players. So kissing the newest trade to her

dad's team should have been off-limits--even if he is hot enough to melt the ice. After being traded

in the middle of the season, Bane Bannister wasnâ€™t looking for trouble. In fact, heâ€™d been

strictly instructed by his new coach to stay out of trouble and away from women. Too bad the only

woman heâ€™s interested in happens to be the coachâ€™s daughter. Is the hunky hockey player

enough to make Addison break her only rule? Is the new player worth the shot or is she risking her

heart in a game she can't possibly win?
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This is a hockey romance novella, but still packs everything you want in a short read. It has a hunky

hockey player who kisses a pretty girl then finds out she is the coach's daughter and a girl that is

done with hockey players and has a rule to never date another one. Both Bane and Addison find

themselves breaking the rules and this novella has everything I like -- a great first kiss, a steamy



scene in a dressing room, an awesome buildup and a final scene that made me smile, sigh, and

reach for the Kleenex. I have really enjoyed all of the Bannister Brothers books and love how Marts'

ties the stories together but each book still stands alone. This series is a hit, and I can't wait to meet

the next Bannister brother!

Worth the Shot by Jennie Marts was a fun fast pace read for me. Rules are being broken which

scores a perfect goal with me. Jennie Marts had me laughing out loud at times, this book is fun with

a great storyline. I absolutely loved this book for page one to the end. Addison is the beautiful

coach's daughter and Bane is the hot Hockey player sizzling on the pages...oh no...what about the

rules? You do not want to miss this book, do yourself a favor download and read. I am so excited to

read more by Jennie Marts.

This story was short but cute. Bane and Addison meet unexpectedly and neither know who each

other are at that time. They get to to know each other on the flight. They seem so awesome for each

other. They are shocked when they find out about who each is. The day was a whirlwind and they

seem to want to try for the future of them. Love it.

Love this series. This is a new author for me and I have really enjoyed this series. I like middle of

the ground books. Skip the violence and explicit sex but enjoy the romance. This was a great book

and such a fun series.

Please note this review may contain spoilers.After reading and enjoying ICING ON THE DATE, I

was really looking forward to reading Bane's story in WORTH THE SHOT; unfortunately, I did not

find this one as enjoyable as the first. Both books are novellas, but WORTH THE SHOT is just half

the size of the previous book, so the story is very rushed. In under two days, Bane and Addison

meet, have sex, fall in love, break up and make up. It moves so quickly that, as a reader, we're not

given the chance to get to know the characters or even to find out what happens to Bane's hockey

career. I also think Ms Marts needs to research sports a lot more if she plans on continuing with

sports romances. The way Bane is "traded" to another team is not how it's done in real life, nor does

a coach have the power to fire a player without the approval of the team's management and/or its

owners. Ultimately, the lack of both depth and realism ruin what could have been a good story.

WORTH THE SHOT is told in dual POVs and while it's part of a series, it can be read as a

stand-alone.



Much, much shorter than the 1st book in the series. Everything was just too rushed. However, if you

want something you can read in less than an hour, this might be the novella for you. I was

disappointed.

Meh! Really enjoyed the author's earlier book in this series, Icing the Date but was thoroughly

disappointed in the simplistic overused plot of this story. The author created great characters in the

Bannister Brothers debut in Icing the Date, but the character of hunky big brother, Bane was given

short shrift in this book or rather short story. In reading this book, I felt like the author was in a hurry

and needed to make Addison and Bane meet, hit it off, hop into bed, fall in love in 24 hours so the

author could go do something else. Ridiculous. The readers were left hanging, kind of like sitting

down to a full course meal in an expensive restaurant and being served a twinkie. Completely

unsatisfied. Jennie Marts creates great characters and had a complete storyline, fleshed out with

secondary characters in Icing the Date but fell short of the mark in Worth the Shot. Hope she

spends more time on the next story of the third Bannister brother Owen.

Jennie has never disappointed me yet, in any of her series! She just keeps getting better! I laughed

out loud a lot! I fell in love as well, with the characters in Worth the Shot. And oooooo la la, there

were times I thought I was going to have to break out the fan (even though the temperatures were in

the teens here!). I love to laugh, and Jennie's books never fail to make me do so, a lot. My husband

wishes I would read them somewhere besides in bed so he could sleep!! Her characters seem like

old friends one the book is finished. Jennie's books always leave me with happy feelings and

excitedly anticipating the next book. If you haven't read anything by Jennie yet, I highly recommend

that you start now!! Her books are definitely Worth the Shot!!!
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